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Neiman Marcus  Group pulled ahead of the competition this  year. Image credit: Neiman Marcus

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Retail group Neiman Marcus is Luxury Daily's 2019 Retailer of the Year for its embrace of emerging categories, a
new market and the circular economy.

Neiman Marcus and runners'-up Selfridges and Bloomingdale's have all responded to the growing consumer
demand for secondhand or rented fashion, choosing to own the experience rather than leaving alternative
ownership to their competitors. Aside from its openness to new forms of retail, Neiman Marcus Group stood out in
2019 for its adoption of trending categories, such as clean and CBD beauty.

The Luxury Retailer of the Year award was decided based on retailers' use of impeccable strategy, tactics, creative,
executive and results. All candidates selected by the Luxury Daily editorial team had to have appeared in Luxury
Daily coverage this year. Judging was based purely on merit.

Manhattan move
Neiman Marcus Group's boldest move this year was the opening of its  first Neiman Marcus store in New York, as it
entered the competitive retail market. Located within Manhattan's Hudson Yards, the three-level, 190,000-square-foot
store features shopping alongside experiences.
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Exterior of The Shops & Restaurants at Hudson Yards. Image courtesy of Related Companies

For instance, consumers can dine at multiple in-store eateries or get beauty services at a salon powered by Hudson
Blvd Group (see story).

The Blvd partnership, inked in January, is  extending beyond the New York store to other locations, giving shoppers
another reason to visit Neiman Marcus at bricks-and-mortar stores for blowouts, manicures or eyelash extensions
(see story).

In another beauty move, Neiman Marcus continued its mission to advance in the beauty space, as it adopted a new
ahead-of-the-crowd assortment likely to surprise beauty fans.

Neiman Marcus will now be stocking its beauty shelves with high-end CBD products, also known as Cannabis beauty
products, hitting an emerging trend early on. The new offering is part of the department store's Trending Beauty
initiative, in the hopes of tapping into the potential of more unknown brands and products (see story).

Later in the year, Neiman Marcus courted ingredient-conscious consumers with the launch of a clean beauty
selection.

Available online, the selection ranges from hair products and skincare to cosmetics. Clean beauty has been a
growing movement in the fragrance and personal care category, as wellness and eco-friendliness become driving
forces of purchase decisions (see story).

Neiman Marcus has launched a clean beauty section. Image credit: Neiman Marcus

Aside from engaging consumers through growing categories, the group also took on the booming secondhand
market.

Neiman Marcus Group furthered its interest in luxury resale with an investment in designer handbag and accessory
consigner Fashionphile, following previous partnerships with other upscale secondhand platforms.

In light of the rapid growth of the high-end consignment market, Neiman Marcus has previously sought strategic
relationships with resale retailers. However, its  minority stake in Fashionphile marks the retailer's first investment in
a secondhand luxury company.

As part of the investment, the company is giving the pre-owned platform physical placement in some of its Neiman
Marcus stores.
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Customers will be able to get an instant quote for their previously loved goods, and if they wish they can trade in
their bags or accessories for a payment. While Neiman Marcus will not be selling pre-owned goods through its
channels, the quote service will enable shoppers to get money back and shop for new items from the retailer (see
story).

In another secondhand move, Neiman Marcus Group's department store Bergdorf Goodman teamed with GOAT to
bring coveted secondhand sneakers to its clientele. GOAT staged an installation at the retailer's Goodman's men's
store from Aug. 21 through New York Fashion Week (see story).

GOAT's display at Bergdorf Goodman. Image courtesy of GOAT

First runner's up: Selfridges

Similarly to Neiman Marcus, Selfridges showed its support for circular fashion through in-store shops from resale
platforms Depop and Vestiaire Collective.

The Depop Space pop-up showcased sellers who promote a more circular or eco-friendly take on fashion.
Recreating the experience of flipping through the digital selections, the space includes a moving clothing rack (see
story).

Resale platform Vestiaire Collective opened its first permanent boutique at Selfridges' flagship store on Oxford
Street in London, planting a post for the fast-developing circular economy in fashion.

Old is new: The Vestiaire Collective shop in Selfridges' Oxford Street store has an edited assortment of vintage,
secondhand fashion finds. Image credit: Vestiaire Collective

The move, coming after a two-week pop-up experience last year with clothes drop-off within the same Selfridges
store, was 10 years to the date of Vestiaire's founding as a source for consumers to buy and sell pre-owned apparel
and accessories (see story).

Selfridges also extended its in-store experience beyond shopping.

Taking the idea of retail theater to a literal extent, Selfridges became the first department store in the world to open a
permanent cinema on its premises in a move that seeks to increase the experiential involvement of its  brand with
shoppers.
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Foyer of the Cinema at Selfridges on London's Oxford Street. Image courtesy of Selfridges. Photo and copyright:
Matt Writtle

The cinema at Selfridges' flagship Oxford Street store will have three screens with the latest sound and vision
technology to match movie theaters elsewhere (see story).

Second runner's -up: Bloomingdale's

Bloomingdale's is also adapting to changing purchasing paths and consumer demand for more sustainable fashion
options. However, instead of secondhand, the retailer has decided to launch its own branded rental platform,
becoming the first luxury retailer to enter the increasingly competitive space.

Although other high-end retailers have linked up with subscription services or partnered with secondhand resellers,
this marks the first time a traditional bricks-and-mortar brand is merging the two. Interest in subscription services
and secondhand apparel is on the rise, particularly among millennials who look to balance convenience with
sustainability.

Subscribers to "My List at Bloomingdale's" are charged a monthly fee of $149, and they can rent up to four pieces at a
time. Shoppers can also purchase any items they receive, and there is no limit to how long or how frequently they
can hold on to a batch of clothes (see story).
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Bloomingdale's recently launched its own subscription service. Image credit: Bloomingdale's

This year also saw Bloomingdale's make significant overhauls to its 59  Street flagship store.

A refreshed beauty department has spa rooms, a fragrance hall, interactive displays and other services meant to
entice in-store shoppers. A number of brands have technology-infused experiences, such as high-tech mirrors at
Tom Ford and virtual lipstick try-ons from Este Lauder (see story).

The retailer also revamped its second, third and fourth floor ready-to-wear departments. Mixed in with fashion are
makeup counters, including Bloomingdale's millennial-friendly Glowhaus concept.

Updated ready-to-wear floor at Bloomingdale's. Image courtesy of Bloomingdale's

In April, Bloomingdale's opened The Bar at Studio 59, which combines a cocktail lounge and content creation
studio, allowing visitors to get an inside look at photo shoots and more (see story).
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